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Abstract. Petri nets e�ciently model both data- and control-�ow.
Control-�ow is either modeled explicitly as �ow of a speci�c kind of data,
or implicit based on the data-�ow. Explicit modeling of control-�ow is
useful for well-known and highly structured processes, but may make
modeling of abstract features of models, or processes which are highly
dynamic, overly complex. Declarative modeling, such as is supported by
Declare and DCR graphs, focus on control-�ow, but does not specify it
explicitly; instead speci�cations come in the form of constraints on the
order or appearance of tasks. In this paper we propose a combination of
the two, using colored Petri nets instead of plain Petri nets to provide
full data support. The combined approach makes it possible to add a
focus on data to declarative languages, and to remove focus from the
explicit control-�ow from Petri nets for dynamic or abstract processes.
In addition to enriching both procedural processes in the form of Petri
nets and declarative processes, we also support a �ow from modeling
only abstract data- and control-�ow of a model towards a more explicit
control-�ow model if so desired. We de�ne our combined approach, and
provide considerations necessary for enactment. Our approach has been
implemented in CPN Tools 4.

1 Introduction

Petri nets provide a powerful formalism for specifying many real-life systems,
including business processes. Petri nets excel by having a duality between data
and events, yielding a very powerful tool for specifying how data �ows though a
system. Control-�ow of a Petri net model is often modeled explicitly as �ow of a
speci�c kind of data, similar to a program counter in traditional programming.
Alternatively, the control-�ow is not modeled at all, and just manifests as a con-
sequence of the data-�ow. As such, we call a Petri net model a procedural model
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as the control-�ow when disregarding data is close to procedural programming
languages: modelers specify how to solve a problem. An example where such
a language is useful, is classical �lling of forms, such as a patient registration
process at a hospital.

Declarative speci�cation of processes is an emerging trend for specifying espe-
cially business processes, but it has not seen massive use in practice. Declarative
models often focus primarily on �ow of control, but instead of explicitly modeling
control-�ow as a program counter, constraints between the di�erent events are
described. Declarative languages resemble declarative programming languages:
modelers specify what the intention of the control-�ow is, but not how to achieve
that. An example where such languages are useful, is a patient treatment process
at a hospital; here, many tests need to be run and many treatments are possi-
ble. There is no strict order of tests and treatments, but some treatments are
incompatible with each other, and some treatments need follow-up treatments.

Declarative processes are typically better at describing highly dynamic en-
vironments, where actions can take place in many di�erent orders, or early in
the design, where the exact order of events is unknown. On the other hand,
Petri nets are far better at modeling data-�ow, and the strict control-�ow model
makes it easier to model processes with a strict and well-understood control-
�ow, which also makes it much easier to extract experiences from the model to
an eventual implementation [10]. In this paper, we propose to merge two declar-
ative approaches, Declare [15,19] and DCR graphs [7,13], with a high-level Petri
nets formalism, colored Petri nets [9], to obtain a formalism that o�ers the best
of both worlds. We aim to do so in a manner that makes it possible to use all
three formalisms completely independently of each other or to mix all three for-
malisms in a single model. This makes it also possible to initially construct a
purely declarative model, optionally with data, and during re�nement make it
more procedural as applicable. If we consider a hospital, this allows us to make
a single model comprising both patient registration, diagnosis, and treatment.
The reason for using both DCR graphs and Declare for the declarative parts
is that the languages have di�erent focus areas: Declare provides higher level
primitives, often resulting in more comprehensible models, but DCR graphs do
not su�er from the computational overhead of detecting con�icts necessary to
ensure correct execution of Declare models.

We introduce our combined approach in Sect. 2, including pointers on how to
allow analysis of combined models and our implementation in CPN Tools 4 [17].
In Sect. 3, we sum up our conclusions and compare with related work.

2 Combined Models

In this section we informally introduce our hybrid model and its semantics, and
provide analysis considerations important for implementation. Actual implemen-
tation details are deferred to the next section.

The idea behind the hybrid approach is to identify transitions of CP-nets
with tasks of Declare models and events of DCR graphs and then allow places



and arcs (with annotations) from CP-nets, constraints from Declare models,
and the relations from DCR graphs to be added to the model to constrain the
possible executions.

The reason for including these three languages is that CP-nets is a widely
used procedural formalism with a strong theoretical background. It provides
great support for data �ow, both theoretically and practically in the form of
tool support. We also prefer to use both Declare and DCR graphs for specifying
the declarative parts of the model. We choose these two languages because they
are on the surface very similar, yet they have di�erent focus areas.

Declare o�ers a large set of contraints which have been identi�ed as com-
monly used in business processes, making it well-suited to the BPM domain.
DCR Graphs on the other hand aim to provide a formal language for describing
processes in general, containing only 4 basic constrains while still being formally
more expressive than LTL.

By providing both languages, we can use pre-existing tools and techniques to
analyze our combined models, automatically switching from one kind of analysis
to the other as needed.

An execution is considered accepting if it is accepting for all three underlying
models. In other words, the execution should be accepting for the CP-net that
one gets when removing all Declare constraints and DCR Graph relations, it
should be accepting for the Declare model one gets by removing all places, arcs
and DCR Graph relations and it should also be accepting for the DCR Graph
model that one gets by removing all places, arcs and Declare constraints. For-
mally, we can de�ne the semantics of all three languages in terms of transition
systems, and the semantics of the combined language is just the synchroniza-
tion of the three transition systems we get from the individual semantics by
projecting the combined model onto each of the three languages.

2.1 Analysis

We would like to provide a step-wise semantics for combined models. This is
necessary for e�cient simulation. For CP-nets isolated, this is easy because every
state is accepting, so if a binding element sequence is enabled, the execution will
inevitably end in an accepting state. For Declare models and DCR graphs, this
is possible using a preprocessing step: we simply compute the pre�x automaton,
which is possible as they both have a semantics yielding �nite automata, and
only allow a transition if it leads to an accepting state in the pre�x automaton.
For the combined models, however, this is not in general decidable. While we
can construct the transition system product of the 3 automata on the �y, we
cannot employ any of the techniques to ensure we can end up in an accepting
state: as not all states of Declare models and DCR graphs are accepting, not all
states of the product are necessarily accepting, so we cannot just execute any
enabled binding element sequence and be sure to end in an accepting state. As
the transition system we get from a CP-net is not necessarily �nite, neither is
the product, so we cannot compute the pre�x automaton. If either the CP-net
model is bounded (yielding a �nite state space), or the Declare model automaton



and the DCR graph automaton only have accepting states, we can use the fact
that these properties are preserved by transition system product and use the
appropriate technique. Otherwise, we must settle for weaker guarantees.

When talking about runtime veri�cation of Declare models [12], each con-
straint can be in not just the two states satis�ed and violated , but also in two
weaker states, where a constraint is only temporarily satis�ed or violated, but
future execution may violate or satisfy it. Only when the execution is termi-
nated, is it possible to collapse possible satis�ed/violated constraints into their
(permanently) satis�ed/violated counterparts.

For DCR Graphs we do not keep track of the state of individual constraints,
instead we have a current marking and on execution check that the executed
event is enabled and calculate the new marking. If a marking contains no pending
included responses, the DCR Graph is in an accepting state and the process can
terminate. Feedback to the user consists of showing which events have occured
before, are enabled and need to occcur.

Simple simulation. As demonstrated in [18], even if Declare is decidable,
constructing the automaton for the full system can be very time and memory
consuming � it is exponential in the number of constraints. To avoid this over-
head, we can instead create an automaton for each individual constraint. If we
do so, we can avoid ever violating individual constraints, while retaining fast
simulation (we can update the model in the initial state in constant time). CPN
Tools o�ers a mixed mode, where simulation and editing are interleaved. This
is useful for testing and debugging, but requires that the simulation can resume
very quickly, so performing an operation that is exponential in the size of the
model may be undesirable (at least for large models). By constructing the indi-
vidual automata, we can avoid ever (permanently) violating constraints, and for
some constraints, e.g., init, this is su�cient. For other constraints, this provides a
best-e�ort but fast simulation mode (we can update the model in constant time
in the initial state). We call this the simple simulation approach. The simple
simulation approach for DCR Graphs comes down to doing basic runtime veri�-
cation as described previously: checking that an event is enabled in the current
marking and calculating a new marking can be done in constant time.

Smart simulation. As shown in [11] some Declare constraints can be in a
con�icted state: they are not violated, but also cannot all be (possibly) satis�ed
at the same time. We can only catch this if we construct the automaton for the
full Declare model. By making the product explicit, we can compute the pre�x
automaton. Unfortunately, the product of the pre�x automata is not su�cient.
As demonstrated in [18], this can still be fairly fast for moderately-sized models
(in the order of seconds for models with 30-50 constraints). We call this smart

simulation: we avoid executing any transition that would lead to a con�icted
state. We can also do smart simulation of the DCR Graph constraints by build-
ing the �nite automaton that corresponds to the graph and only allowing the
execution of events that can lead to an accepting state (i.e., the DCR Graph



does not contain any deadlocks). The e�ciency of this approach has not been
investigated structurally yet, but for the models that we have considered to date
the state space tends to be modest. We can compute the product of the automata
from the underlying Declare model and the underlying DCR Graph model to
ensure that the two kinds of declarative constraints cannot con�ict with other
as well.

Data-aware simulation. When combining declarative models with CP-nets,
we get an additional type of con�icts: a declarative constraint might require some
task to be executed, while the the CP-net model blocks its execution (f.e. because
of a missing token). Smart simulation cannot catch this on its own as it only
looks at the declarative (and computable) parts of the model. To handle such
situations we need constraints that yield automata which only have accepting
states, which severely limits the usability, or that the state-space is �nite. Thus,
data-aware simulation is as hard as state space analysis.

For simple examples with small domains, we can just generate the state-space
and perform the synchronization, typically in minutes or hours. If the state-space
is larger but still �nite, we can perform many simulations using smart simulation
and discard any not ending in an accepting state, similar to how simulation is
used for bug-�nding until a �nal veri�cation often is used. After computing the
synchronization, it can be stored e�ciently (often only few states are con�icted).
If we deal with large domains, it is su�cient if we can generate an equivalence-
reduced state-space. This is for example the case if all types are integers or
reals, and we only compare all tokens with integers, similarly to region or zone
reduction for timed automata.

2.2 Implementation

We have implemented our combined models in CPN Tools 4 [5,17]. CPN Tools 4
adds support for simulator extensions [17], a mechanism which makes it possible
to extend CPN Tools using Java code. Each extension can add operations to
CPN Tools and also modify existing operations. The integration comprises 4
parts: GUI extension, syntax check extension, enabling restriction, and analysis.
In Fig. 1, we see how combined models look and are constructed in CPN Tools.

3 Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced a new approach to modelling work�ows com-
bining the procedural formalism colored Petri nets, and the two declarative for-
malisms, Declare and DCR graphs. The combined formalism can be seen as
adding declarative control-�ow to CP-nets or as adding data-�ow to declarative
formalisms. Declarative approaches are typically better for abstract descriptions
or highly dynamic processes, where procedural approaches are better for well-
known and structured processes. Combining the two allows us the best of both



Fig. 1: Declare and DCR graphs in CPN Tools 4.

worlds and allows declarative processes to also deal with data. We have consid-
ered what is needed to provide simulation that avoids future con�icts in e�cient
ways, and introduce three modes of simulation: simple, smart, and data-aware,
where the simple mode only avoids individual con�icts, smart avoids con�icts
not related to data, and data-aware makes sure that even in the presence of
data, all executions can terminate successfully. We have brie�y introduced our
implementation in CPN Tools.

3.1 Related Work

The Guard-Stage-Milestone (GSM) model [8] by Hull et al, which originated
from the work on artifact-centric business processes [3], takes an approach to
modelling business processes where a process consists of a number of (possibly
nested) stages, which in turn contain a number of tasks. A stage also has guards
and milestones; it is activated by satisfying its guards and through perform-
ing the tasks in the stage its milestones can become enabled, which can then
in turn satisfy the guards of other stages. We see the GSM model as a hybrid
model combining procedural and declarative structures in a single language,
whereas our approach is based on combining existing procedural and declarative
languages. In [14] the authors introduce a declarative version of the Computer-
Interpretable Guidelines (CIG) language for modelling clinical guidelines, they



conclude that because both the procedural and declarative languages have their
disadvantages it would be best to combine them into a single model, but leave
this for future work. In [16] the authors have examined the understanding of
procedural and declarative process models by users. In their conclusions they
note that while it appears that procedural models are more comprehensible, it
remains uncertain to what extent this is caused by participants being skewed
towards procedural models because of their general acceptance and availability.
They do not consider a hybrid approach using both procedural and declarative
concepts. In [6] Fahland bridges the gap between declarative and procedural
work�ow approaches by proposing a general compositional mechanism for trans-
lating declarative work�ow models to procedural work�ow models. He exem-
pli�es the general approach by giving a translation from Declare to Petri nets.
The main di�erence to our approach is that while in [6] a declarative model is
translated to a procedural version to facilitate using existing modeling, analysis
and management techniques, we aim to combine the declarative and procedural
approaches and provide tools and techniques for the hybrid approach.

3.2 Future Work

Here we have assumed that a user creates and re�nes a model. Another approach
is to have the tool do that. For example, a precedence(A,B) constraint is trivially
modeled using a single place of type boolean, initially marked by false. Then
A changes the value indiscriminately to true and B checks that the value on
the place is true. not co-existence(A,B) can be implemented using a place with
three possible values: {A,B,UNDECIDED}. init(A) is less elegant, but can be
implemented using, e.g., inhibitor arcs. This will not catch con�icts, but we can
do that (and translate all constraints in a uniform way) by constructing the �nite
automaton either just equate the states of the automaton with new places or
use a (not data-aware) process mining algorithm [1] or the theory of regions [4]
to construct a Petri net for the control �ow. Future work includes investigating
the best way to make such a translation (semi-)automatically.

The current approach works as long as we describe a single run of a single
process. That is, our example in the �gures handles one treatment of one patient.
It would be interesting to investigate multiple instances, which would essentially
be a folding of the current model. We could also have multiple processes com-
municate, e.g., like Proclets [2], resulting in a more artifact-driven result. Using
a translation from declarative constraints would essentially result in process-
partitioned CP-nets in the sense of [10], which means it would be possible to
automatically derive code from the resulting model. It would also be interest-
ing to look into making a proper notion of a process in CP-net models, where
instances cannot just terminate in any state. This would also include adding a
notion of instances to the declarative languages.
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